We formulate a stabilized quasi-optimal Petrov-Galerkin method for singularly perturbed convection-diffusion problems based on the variational multiscale method. The stabilization is of Petrov-Galerkin type with a standard finite element trial space and a problem-dependent test space based on precomputed fine-scale correctors. The exponential decay of these correctors and their localisation to local patch problems, which depend on the direction of the velocity field and the singular perturbation parameter, is rigorously justified. Under moderate assumptions, this stabilization guarantees stability and quasi-optimal rate of convergence for arbitrary mesh Péclet numbers on fairly coarse meshes at the cost of additional inter-element communication.
Introduction
Given a domain Ω ⊂ R 2 , a singular perturbation parameter 0 < ≤ 1, a velocity field b ∈ (L ∞ (Ω)) 2 and some force f ∈ H −1 (Ω), the convection-diffusion equation seeks u ∈ V := H 1 0 (Ω) such that
We assume that the velocity field b is incompressible, i.e., ∇ · b = 0. The focus of this paper is on the convection-dominated regime with large Péclet number Pe = b L ∞ (Ω) / . For reasonable small Péclet numbers, classical Galerkin finite element methods (FEMs) perform well. However, if the Péclet number increases, then steep gradients of u occur and boundary layers appear, which require a much finer mesh to capture the characteristic width of those boundary layers. Consequently, local corrections are needed at those layers and a numerical method in which the smooth solution regions are not polluted by those layers is desirable. The thickness of the parabolic layer is O( √ ) and O( ) for the exponential layer, which have to be resolved for a stable approximation with a standard Galerkin FEM. Furthermore, it holds that |u| H 1 (Ω * ) = O( 2 ) with small neighbourhoods Ω * and Ω o of the parabolic and the exponential boundary layer, respectively [23, 14] .
Numerous numerical methods have been proposed in the past few decades aiming at solving the convection dominated problem (1.1) efficiently and accurately. Upwinding methods for stabilization of the exponential boundary layers combined with refinement near the parabolic boundary layers are formulated. Among them are streamline upwind/Petrov-Galerkin method (SUPG) or Galerkin least squares method (GLS) [10, 6] , hp finite element methods [17, 18] , discontinuous PetrovGalerkin methods (DPG) [8] , residual-free bubble approaches (RFB) [2, 5, 4] , methods with an additional non-linear diffusion [1] , methods with stabilization by local orthogonal sub-scales [7] and hybridizable discontinuous Galerkin (HDG) methods [22] . Among the multiscale methods are variational multiscale methods (VMS) [13, 15] , multiscale finite element methods (MsFEM) [19, 3] , multiscale hybrid-mixed methods (MHM) [12] and local orthogonal decomposition methods (LOD) [9] . Specifically, the residual-based stabilization methods (SUPG, GLS and RFB) incorporate global stability properties into high accuracy in local regions away from boundary layers. We refer to [23] for an overview of robust numerical methods for singular perturbed problems. In this paper, our focus is on the construction and the error analysis of a stable and accurate LOD method based on [13, 21, 16] .
VMS was designed for solving multiscale problems by embedding fine-scale information into the coarse-scale framework. Essentially, the efficiency and accuracy rely on the construction of a problem-dependent stable projector from a larger fine space onto a relatively much smaller coarse space. Our motivation for this paper is originated from [13] , where the authors derived an explicit formula for the onedimensional fine-scale Green's function arising in VMS. The smaller the support of the fine-scale Green's function, the more favorable the localized method (e.g., [16, 21] ) in solving (1.1). In particular, the authors compared the fine-scale Green's functions derived by the L 2 -projector with that derived by the H 1 0 -projector, and concluded that the latter outweighed the former in the one-dimensional case. In addition, examples were shown for the two-dimensional case that the H 1 0 -projector would exceed the L 2 -projector as well. There is a recent work [9] on the convectiondiffusion problem employing the L 2 -projector in the framework of VMS and LOD. The author shows convergence of the localized method and tests the method using H 1 0 -projector and claim that the superiority of H 1 0 -projector over the L 2 -projector is not valid for the two-dimensional case.
In the one-dimensional case, the H 1 0 projection equals the nodal interpolation. Therefore, another possible generalization of the 1d case to higher dimensions is to use nodal interpolation in the VMS. This approach was previously utilised in [15] and seems to work better than averaging type operators. In this paper, we show that a VMS based on the nodal interpolation operator coupled with a PetrovGalerkin method is stable and locally quasi-optimal for the convection-dominated problem (1.1) with no spurious oscillations and no smearing. As for other elliptic PDEs the ideal VMS is turned into a practical method by localizing the support of the VMS basis functions [20] . Inspired by the numerical results of the finescale Green's functions displayed in [13] and the proof in our paper as well, a b-biased local region is proposed as the numerical domain for approximating the ideal method. The convergence of this localization is proved under the assumption that the local region is sufficiently large.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, a detailed description of the problem considered in this paper is shown. In Section 3, we propose a new VMS method based on the nodal interpolation and denote it as the ideal method. Its stability and local quasi-optimality are displayed. In Section 4, we estimate the error of the global correctors outside a certain local patch and show an exponential decay of the error with respect to the size of the local patch. Inspired by the results in Section 4, we formulate the localization algorithm in Section 5 for the ideal method proposed in Section 3, and display the stability of this algorithm as well as the convergence. A numerical experiment is provided in Section 6 for the validation of our method and we end this paper with conclusions in Section 7.
Model problem and standard finite elements
We assume that the parameter ≤ 1 and b ∈ L ∞ (Ω; R 2 ) is a divergence-free vector field and we define the bilinear form a on V × V associated to (1.1) by
Since ∇·b = 0, an integration by parts implies that the bilinear form a is V -elliptic, i.e.,
Furthermore, a Poincaré-Friedrichs inequality leads to the existence of some C(Ω, b) that may depend on (the diameter of) the domain Ω and the L ∞ -norm of b such that a is continuous, i.e., for all u, v ∈ V it holds that
Here, we used that ≤ 1. Throughout this paper, A B abbreviate that there exists a constant C > 0 independent of , h and H (h and H will be defined later), such that A ≤ CB, and let A B be defined as B A and A ≈ B abbreviates
(Ω) denote the dual pairing of H −1 (Ω) and H 1 0 (Ω). We consider the variational form of (1.1):
By virtue of the V -ellipticity and V -continuity of a from (2.2) and (2.3) and the Lax-Milgram lemma, problem (2.4) has a unique solution in V . Let T h be a shape-regular triangulation of the domain Ω, where h represents the minimal diameter of all triangles in T h . Given a triangulation T, let
denote the space of piecewise linear finite elements and define
Let u h ∈ V h denote the reference solution, which is defined as the Galerkin approximation that satisfies
Taking advantage of the ellipticity and continuity of a from (2.2) and (2.3) on V × V ⊃ V h × V h , the Lax-Milgram lemma implies that the fine-scale solution u h of (2.5) exists and is unique on V h . We assume that 1 is a small parameter and that T h resolves in the sense that u h is a good approximation of u, e.g., if
with the maximal mesh-size h max of T h . It holds that
If, in addition, the solution u of (2.4) satisfies u ∈ H 2 (Ω), standard interpolation estimates lead to
with a hidden constant independent of . Note, however, that u H 2 (Ω) depends on .
The ideal method
In this section we introduce a variational multiscale method based on the nodal interpolation, which yields a locally best-approximation of the reference solution u h ∈ V h from (2.5) and which is computed on a feasible coarse underlying mesh T H . We assume that T H is a regular quasi-uniform triangulation of the domain Ω with maximal mesh-size H, such that T h is a refinement of T H . Let N H denote the nodes in T H and mid K the baricenter for each coarse element K ∈ T H . The maximal mesh-size H of T H represents a computationally feasible scale that is typically much larger than . Altogether, the target regime is then
Define V H = P 1 (T H ) ∩ V and let I H : V h → V H denote the nodal interpolation. Note that I H acts only on finite element functions and is, hence, well defined. It holds,
Indeed, we have [24]
The well-posedness of (3.2) follows from the ellipticity and continuity of a, since KerI H ⊂ V . Now we are ready to define the multiscale test space as
Note that (3.2) implies that
The Petrov-Galerkin method for the approximation of (2.5) based on the trial-test
Note that (3.3) is a variational characterization of I H in the sense that, for all w H ∈ W H , we have
where the last equality follows from (3.2), (2.5) and the fact that
is the unique solution of (3.3) and the ideal method inherits favourable stability and approximation properties from the interpolation I H . To be more precise, we have the following proposition, which follows directly from the identity u H = I H u h and (3.1).
Proposition 3.1 (Stability and local quasi-optimality of the ideal method). For any f ∈ H −1 (Ω), the ideal Petrov-Galerkin method (3.3) admits a unique solution u H in the standard finite element space V H . The method is stable in the sense that
, where u h ∈ V h denotes the reference solution that solves (2.5). Note that the constant C I H H h is independent of , but may depend on H/h. Moreover, for any T ∈ T H , we have the local best-approximation result Remark 3.2. The stability and quasi-optimality of Proposition 3.1 also holds for any other norm in which I H is stable.
We admit that the corrector problems (3.2) are global problems on the fine triangulation T h which have to be precomputed for the solving of (3.3). This would result in a number of dim(V H ) problems of dimension O(dim(V h )) which is comparable of solving the original problem (1.1) on a fine grid by an efficient standard method. This makes the VMS (3.3) not realistic. However, it can be observed in Figure 1 that the corrector of functions with local support are still quasi-local in the sense that they decay exponentially. This allows for an approximation of the corrector by functions of local support. In the next section, the exponential decay will be made rigorous, while Section 5 proves stability and approximation properties for a localization strategy.
We end this section with a proof of the stability in the classical inf-sup sense, although the method is perfectly stable in the sense of Proposition 3.1. This result will be used in Section 5 to prove well posedness of the localized version of (3.3). 6) where the last inequality follows from ∇ · b = 0. We obtain the result by the application of (3.5).
Lemma 3.3 (Stability). The trial-test pairing
(V H , W H ) satisfies the inf-sup con- dition inf w H ∈W H \{0} sup u H ∈V H \{0} a(u H , w H ) |u H | H 1 (Ω) |w H | H 1 (Ω) ≥ C I H H h . (3.4) Proof. Given w H ∈ W H , take u H = I H (w H ) ∈ V H . Then by (3.1), |u H | H 1 (Ω) ≤ C I H H h |w H | H 1 (Ω) . (3.5) Note that I H (w H ) − w H ∈ KerI H . By (3.2), we have a(u H , w H ) = a(I H (w H ), w H ) = a(w H , w H ) = |w H | 2 H 1 (Ω) ,(3.
Exponential decay of element correctors
This section is devoted to the proof of the exponential decay of element correctors defined in the following. Given ω ⊂ Ω, define the local bilinear form
and let the local corrector
Note that C = T ∈T H C T holds for the corrector C defined by (3.2). We consider the case that ≤ H. In the following we restrict ourselves to a constant vector field b and w.l.o.g. |b| = 1; see Remark 4.4 below for a discussion for non-constant vector fields b. Define t as a unit vector in R 2 , s.t. t · b = 0. Define a rectangle S T, ,b for each T ∈ T H and ∈ N + by S T, ,b := Ω ∩ conv{mid T − Ht + Hb, mid T + Ht + Hb,
We do not assume that b is aligned with the triangulation and therefore we define the patches Ω T, ,b by
See Figure 2 for an illustration. For fixed ∈ N + , the element patches have finite overlap in the sense that there exists a constant C ol, ( ) > 0, s.t., Theorem 4.1. Let T ∈ T H and v H ∈ V H and let C T v H denote the corresponding local subscale corrector as defined in (4.2). Then we have
The constant β reads
and is bounded away from 1.
Before going to the proof of this theorem, we express the exponential decay in terms of patches in the following corollary. This is a direct consequence of Theorem 4.1 and the definition of Ω T, ,b .
Corollary 4.2. Let T ∈ T H and v H ∈ V H and let C T v H denote the corresponding local subscale corrector as defined in (4.2). Then we have
with β < 1 from (4.6). In the three dimensional case, Theorem 4.1 could essentially be proven in the same way, but the dependence of C I H H h on H/h is algebraic so that the decay rate deteriorates very fast.
Proof of Theorem 4.1. The crucial point in the proof is (4.10) below, which exploits the direction of b. This allows for patches that are only enlarged in the direction of −b. The remaining part of the proof then essentially follows as in [16] .
Define a cut-off function
where 0 ≤ η 1 (x) ≤ 1 and 0 ≤ η 2 (x) ≤ 1 are one-dimensional continuous piecewise affine cut-off functions along t and b, respectively. Recall that mid T denotes the baricenter of a coarse element T , |b| = 1 and t is a unit vector orthogonal to b.
We define η 1 and η 2 by
and
We obtain from the construction above that ∇η 1 (x) · b = 0 for all x ∈ Ω and
Furthermore, η| S T, −1,b = 0 and η| Ω\S T, ,b = 1, and η is bounded between 0 and 1 and satisfies the Lipschitz continuity
denote the L 2 scalar product and define ϕ := C T v H . Due to ∇ · b = 0, we have (b · ∇(ηϕ), ηϕ) = 0, and
Observe that η 2 ϕ ∈ KerI H , and we obtain
by the definition of C T in (4.2). Thus, we arrive at
We will estimate each term on the right hand side of (4.13). With η ≤ 1 and (4.11), a Cauchy inequality leads to
where we have used the fact that ϕ ∈ KerI H and estimate (3.1) in the last inequality. The same arguments imply for the second term in (4.13)
The crucial point in the estimation of the last term in (4.13) is the estimate (4.10), which implies together with ηϕ 2 ≥ 0
Assemble all estimates above for (4.13), to conclude
2 , which leads to
and therefore
Repeating this process, we derive at
This concludes the proof. 
The definitions of η 1 and η 2 lead for all x ∈ Ω to
which implies −b · ∇η ≤ /H 2 . Theorem 4.1 then follows as before. where r := min{k ∈ N | k ≥ r} denotes the ceiling function. One observes that the decay is directed along b.
LOD method and error analysis
Based on the results above, we conclude that the energy norm of C T v decreases very fast outside of a local region around T for any v ∈ V H . Therefore, a localization process is feasible to reduce the computational costs of the ideal method but maintain a good accuracy. In this section, we want to localize the corrector problems (3.2). To this end, instead of solving them on the global domain Ω, we obtain a good approximation of those correctors by solving a local problem on Ω T, ,b . Firstly, let us introduce some notations. In the following, we will denote R H = KerI H , and R H (Ω T, ,b ) = {w ∈ R H , and w = 0 in Ω \ Ω T, ,b }. Recall the local bilinear form a ω defined in (4.1). The localized element corrector C T, :
Then we denote C :=
T ∈T H C T, ; see Figure 4 for an illustration of the localized correctors C λ z and the corresponding localized test basis.
In the following lemma, we will show that C T, is a good approximation of C T provided that the local patches Ω T, ,b are sufficiently large. For the ease of presentation, we denote the mesh Péclet number Pe H,b, of T H by
Recall the definition of β from (4.6).
Lemma 5.1. Given v ∈ V H and ∈ N + , it holds that
Proof. Denote e T, := C T v − C T, v. In view of R H (Ω T, ,b ) ⊂ R H , the definitions of the correctors in (5.1) and (3.2) and the orthogonality of Petrov-Galerkin type, lead to
, e T, ) = a(e T, − w, e T, ) for all w ∈ R H (Ω T, ,b ).
Since I H (e T, ) = 0, Hölder's inequality, and the approximation property (3.1) of I H imply
Since w ∈ R H (Ω T, ,b ) is arbitrary, we arrive at
In the following, we construct a specific w ∈ R H (Ω T, ,b ) to control the term µ := 1 − η satisfies µ| Ω\Ω T, ,b = 0. In addition, µ is bounded between 0 and 1 and satisfies the Lipschitz continuity 
Theorem 4.1 then implies
The combination with (5.4) implies
In the end, we show the stability of C T to bound the term |C T v| H 1 (Ω) . Since I H (C T v) = 0, the stability of C T follows from
where the definition of the element corrector in (5.1) implies the second equality and the approximation property (3.1) leads to the last inequality. This proves the assertion.
The following theorem assembles the local estimates from Lemma 5.1 to derive an estimate for the global corrector.
Theorem 5.2. Given v ∈ V H and ∈ N + , it holds that
We have
We estimate a(z, z T ) for each coarse element T ∈ T H . Recall that we defined a cutoff function η in the proof of Theorem 4.1. Note that
Furthermore, notice that ηz ∈ ker(I H ), which combined with (4.2) yields
As a consequence, we obtain
In the following, we will bound the term a((1 − η)z, z T ). Recall from the proof of Theorem 4.1 that
Proof. Notice that u H − u H, ∈ V H is a coarse finite element function. Therefore, the inf-sup condition (5.12) guarantees the existence of w H, ∈ W H, with
In view of w H, ∈ W H, ⊂ V h , the standard Galerkin problem (2.5) and the VMS (5.9) imply
Define
Together with the orthogonality of Petrov-Galerkin type, we obtain
Taking into account that w H, − w H = C I H w H, − CI H w H, , the combination with a Cauchy inequality, w H, − w H ∈ ker(I H ) and an application of Theorem 5.2 lead to
The stability of I H from (3.1) implies the assertion.
Lemma 5.6 allows bounding the error for the localized VMS in the following manner.
Theorem 5.7 (global error estimate for localized VMS). Let satisfy (5.10), then
with the constant (C(H, h, , b, ) from (5.7).
Proof. The proof follows directly from a triangle inequality, Proposition 3.1, and Lemma 5.6.
Although Theorem 5.7 provides a best-approximation result, the assertion still depends on , which is hidden in the best-approximation
The locality in the error bound of the ideal method from Proposition 3.1 transfers to the VMS defined in (5.9) and results in the local error bound in the following theorem. Note that the error from the localization still depends on the mesh Péclet number of T H and still contains the best-approximation error on the whole domain. Nevertheless, this ill-behaved terms are weighted by the exponentially decaying term β −1 , where β is bounded above from 1. 
Remark 5.9 (complexity). The problem (5.9) on the coarse scale consists of O(1/H 2 ) degrees of freedom (DOFs). Corresponding to each of those DOFs, one localized corrector problem (5.1) has to be solved, which relates to O( 2 H 3 /(h 2 )) DOFs in the worst case scenario. If the mesh is structured, the number of corrector problems that have to be solved can be reduced to O( H/ ), cf. [11] .
Numerical experiment
In this section, we present one simple numerical test to illustrate the theoretical convergence results of the localized method proposed in (5.9). We take Ω = (0, 1) × (0, 1), the velocity field b = (cos(0.7), sin(0.7)) , the volume force f ≡ 1 and = 2 −7 . The reference solution u h is obtained through (2.5) by taking h = √ 2 2 −8 . We will compare our approache with SUPG. Let us briefly review the SUPG model to (1.1) [10] .
Here, δ SUPG indicates the stability parameter, and we choose
in our numerical test. The reference solution from (2.5) and the coarse scale solution from (5.9) and the SUPG solution from (6.1) with H = √ 2 2 −4 are depicted in Figure 5 . One can observe that the classical FEM approximation with H = √ 2 2 −4 is not stable around the boundary layers (i.e. the top and right boundaries) and shows spurious oscillations, and thus fails to provide a reliable solution. Nevertheless, both the SUPG method and the ideal method are stable and generate an accurate solution. We display the solutions for fixed y = 0.75 to illustrate the stability and accuracy of the VMS method in Figure 6 . We observe large oscillations in the coarse scale solution obtained through classical FEM when x approaches 1, while the SUPG and the VMS method yield reliable solutions. The smearing is restricted to one layer of elements around the boundary. We can also conclude that the SUPG and the VMS method reproduce the reference solution away from x = 1 and the latter shows slightly less smearing. We want to highlight that the localization parameter is = 1 for the VMS method in this example. Tables 1 and 2 display the errors between the localized solutions (5.9) and the reference solution u h under various coarse mesh-sizes H and localization parameters . We observe an optimal convergence rate of O(H) in Table 1 Table 2 for the global error in the L 2 norm. Although Theorem 5.8 guarantees optimality only under the assumption that is large enough in the sense of (5.10), the numerical experiment demonstrates that = 1 is sufficient for an accurate solution, which implies a huge potentially computational reduction.
The convergence rate for u H,1 with various in a range from 2 −5 to 2 −8 is shown in Figures 7 and 8 . The error is stable and of order O(H) with respect to the H 1 semi norm in a region away from boundary layers and of order O(H 2 ) in the global L 2 norm with a preasymptotic effect for smaller values of . For comparison, the nodal interpolation error (i.e. the error from the ideal method) in the global L 2 norm is depicted, which agrees with u h − u H,1 L 2 (Ω) very well. This justifies the fast convergence of the localized method with respect to the localization parameter for all of the considered values of . = 1 = 2 = 3 = 4 = 5 = 6 H = 0.17678 9.45e-02 9.45e-02 9.45e-02 9.45e-02 9.45e-02 9.45e-02 H = 0.088388 5.34e-02 5.34e-02 5.34e-02 5.34e-02 5.34e-02 5.34e-02 H = 0.044194 2.31e-02 2.32e-02 2.32e-02 2.32e-02 2.32e-02 2.32e-02 H = 0.022097 7.25e-03 7.27e-03 7.27e-03 7.27e-03 7.27e-03 7.27e-03 VMS,ǫ=2 -6 interp., ǫ=2 -6 VMS,ǫ=2 -7 interp., ǫ=2
VMS,ǫ=2 -8 interp., ǫ=2 
Conclusions
In this paper, a singularly perturbed convection-diffusion equation was considered, and we obtained a stable locally quasi-optimal variational multiscale method based on the nodal interpolation operator. Due to the high complexity involved in solving the global correctors, which account for the main component of the variational multiscale method, a further model reduction was proceeded by localization techniques based on the LOD method. This localization employs local patches which depend on the velocity field b and the singular perturbation parameter . The error of the localization decays exponentially. We also provided a numerical experiment to illustrate our theoretical results. The stability constant of the nodal interpolation operator that occurs in the error estimate, depends logarithmically on H/h (and so on ). In the threedimensional case, this stability estimate depends polynomially on H/h. Therefore a generalization of the proposed method to 3D seems to be not reasonable.
The local patches in the localized computation of the corrector depend on . It is an open question, if this is optimal or if a further reduction or simplification is possible.
